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A Lie for a Lie
Amalie Whitfield is the picture of a blushing bride
during her wedding reception–but for all the wrong
reasons. Instead of proclaiming his undying love, her
husband can be heard, by Amalie and their guests,
getting off with someone else. She has every reason
to freak out, and in a moment of insanity, she throws
herself at the first hot-blooded male she sees. But
he’s not interested in becoming her revenge screw.
Mortified and desperate to escape the post-wedding
drama, Amalie decides to go on her honeymoon
alone, only to find the man who rejected her also
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heading to the same tiny island for work. But this time
he isn’t holding back. She should know better than to
sleep with someone she knows, but she can’t seem to
resist him. They might agree that what happens on
the island should stay on the island, but neither one
can deny that their attraction is more than just
physical. Filled with hilariously scandalous situations
and enough sexual chemistry to power an airplane
from New York City to the South Pacific, Hooking Up is
the next standalone, laugh-out-loud romantic comedy
from Helena Hunting, the New York Times bestselling
author of the Pucked series and Shacking Up.

The Librarian Principle
There was a time when Jake Becker had it all
together. He was controlled, driven, ruthless--in and
out of the courtroom. Then, six irresistible orphans
and their heartbreakingly beautiful aunt crashed into
his perfectly ordered life. They changed everything.
They changed him. Now he's a husband, an
upstanding member of society, a father figure--a
family man. And he's pretty damn good at it. Sure, he
has to referee sibling smackdowns, re-learn algebra,
ensure his clients stay of jail, and keep his wife
happy--but it finally feels like he's got it together
again.So, of course something has to screw it all
up.It's huge. Life-changing. Kind of terrifying.And it
will be the most amazing, perfect thing he'll ever do.
Join Jake & Chelsea, Stanton & Sofia, Brent & Kennedy
as they navigate the hilarious and heartwarming
hurdles of love, life and the law in this final addition to
the Legal Briefs Series
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Aftershocks
An emotional love story that follows the touch-and-go
relationship of Hayden and Tenley; two young people
who desperately want to love and be loved but are
afraid to completely let go of their pasts. Their body
art is hot. Their chemistry is even hotter. From her
dark hair sweeping below her waist to her soft, sexy
curves, Tenley Page intrigues tattoo artist Hayden
Stryker in a way no one else ever has…especially
when she asks him to ink a gorgeous, intricate design
on her back. Yet for all her beauty, there is something
darkly tragic and damaged about Tenley that Hayden
is everything. Covered in ink and steel, Hayden is
everything Tenley has never dared to want,
awakening a desire to explore more than the art
adorning his stunning body. Trapped by a past that
leaves her screaming from nightmares, Tenley sees
Hayden as the perfect escape. Although he has
secrets too, if they both keep themselves guarded
perhaps their intense physical connection will remain
only that. But nothing, not even passion, can keep
them safe from their pasts…

Pucked Off
A frightfully good time! Dive into these Halloween
novellas from bestselling authors Tijan, J. Daniels,
Helena Hunting, Bella Jewel and Tara Sivec. Featuring
stories set in the worlds of their popular series. Tijan’s
Fallen Crest crew are back for a weekend of mischief
that takes a sinister turn; all four couples from J.
Daniels’ Alabama Summer series gear up for
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Halloween in their own sexy ways, with a special
surprise at the end; Helena Hunting’s characters from
Shacking Up plan a Halloween gala that features a
few ghouls and witches; Bella Jewel brings the chills
and thrills in her suspenseful take on Halloween night;
and Tara Sivec gathers the Holiday family together
one last time as they try to make this ghostly holiday
one to remember—or one they’d rather forget Cozy
up with a mug of hot cider on a dark night and fall
under the spell of this Halloween anthology!

A Favor for a Favor
Encyclopedia of Ecology, Second Edition continues the
acclaimed work of the previous edition published in
2008. It covers all scales of biological organization,
from organisms, to populations, to communities and
ecosystems. Laboratory, field, simulation modelling,
and theoretical approaches are presented to show
how living systems sustain structure and function in
space and time. New areas of focus include microand macro scales, molecular and genetic ecology, and
global ecology (e.g., climate change, earth
transformations, ecosystem services, and the foodwater-energy nexus) are included. In addition, new,
international experts in ecology contribute on a
variety of topics. Offers the most broad-ranging and
comprehensive resource available in the field of
ecology Provides foundational content and suggests
further reading Incorporates the expertise of over 500
outstanding investigators in the field of ecology,
including top young scientists with both research and
teaching experience Includes multimedia resources,
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such as an Interactive Map Viewer and links to a
CSDMS (Community Surface Dynamics Modeling
System), an open-source platform for modelers to
share and link models dealing with earth system
processes

Shacking Up
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Lauren
Blakely comes a second chance romance that'll make
your heart feel good! I have a big plan for my career
and it most certainly doesn’t involve my ex. AKA my
first love. It definitely doesn’t entail working with him
every day on a brand-new project for my jewelry line.
And it absolutely doesn’t include falling for the man
all over again. But the trouble is, he’s kind, charming
and so darn smart. Not to mention easy on the eyes.
And thoughtful, too. Also, he wants to get to know me
again. To take me out for coffee, to chat on the
phone, to go to museums. It’s a dizzying, delicious
courtship, but I don’t know if my heart can handle this
from the man who broke it to pieces once upon a
time… Or am I willing to risk everything for a second
chance at first love? Author’s Note: Note: in 2013, I
wrote CAUGHT UP IN US, and though it’s no longer
available for sale, the characters of Kat and Bryan
seemed to demand another chance in the spotlight.
THE SECOND CHANCE PLAN is a reimagining of their
second chance romance, with 70 percent brand-new
material, vastly expanded characterizations, and his
POV woven into the story, so you can come to know
and love Kat and Bryan at their best, like I do. Enjoy!
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Eye Candy
An emotional, angst-ridden story about two childhood
friends who learned to rely on one another to cope
with their anxiety, only when it got to be too much,
their families tore them apart. Now as college
students, they must navigate adulthood and try to
avoid falling into old behaviors, only problem is
they've fallen in love.

Something Reckless
Eclipses have long been seen as important celestial
phenomena, whether as omens affecting the future of
kingdoms, or as useful astronomical events to help in
deriving essential parameters for theories of the
motion of the moon and sun. This is the first book to
collect together all presently known records of timed
eclipse observations and predictions from antiquity to
the time of the invention of the telescope. In addition
to cataloguing and assessing the accuracy of the
various records, which come from regions as diverse
as Ancient Mesopotamia, China, and Europe, the
sources in which they are found are described in
detail. Related questions such as what type of clocks
were used to time the observations, how the eclipse
predictions were made, and how these prediction
schemes were derived from the available
observations are also considered. The results of this
investigation have important consequences for how
we understand the relationship between observation
and theory in early science and the role of astronomy
in early cultures, and will be of interest to historians
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of science, astronomers, and ancient and medieval
historians.

Pucks & Penalties
As an NHL player, relationships haven't been my
thing. Shrouded in secrecy and speculation, they
never last very long. But then that's what happens
when you require an NDA before the first date. Until
Charlene. She's like a firefly. She's elusive, and if you
catch her she'll burn bright, but keeping her trapped
dulls her fire and dims her beauty. I caught her. And
as much as I might want to keep her, I'll never put the
lid on her jar. Not at the risk of losing her. So I've let
her set the rules in our relationship. But as long
hidden secrets expose us both, I discover exactly how
fragile Charlene is, and how much I need her. We're
all broken. We're all messed up. Some more than
others. Me more than most.

Clipped Wings
New York Times bestselling author of SHACKING UP
and I FLIPPING LOVE YOU Helena Hunting mixes
humor and heart in this scandal-filled romantic
comedy. HE WANTS TO LOSE CONTROL. Between his
parents’ messed up marriage and his narcissistic
younger brother, Lincoln Moorehead has spent the
majority of his life avoiding his family. After the death
of his father, Lincoln finds himself in the middle of the
drama. To top it all off, he’s been named CEO of
Moorehead Media, much to his brother’s chagrin. But
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nonsense, gorgeous woman who has been given the
task of transforming him from the gruff, wilderness
guy to a suave businessman SHE’S TRYING TO HOLD
IT TOGETHER. Wren Sterling has been working double
time to keep the indiscretions at Moorehead Media at
bay, so when she’s presented with a new contract,
with new responsibilities and additional incentives,
she agrees. Working with the reclusive oldest son of a
ridiculously entitled family is worth the hassle if it
means she’s that much closer to pursuing her own
dreams. What Wren doesn’t expect is to find herself
attracted to him, or for it to be mutual. And she
certainly doesn’t expect to fall for Lincoln. But when a
shocking new Moorehead scandal comes to light,
she’s forced to choose between her own family and
the broody, cynical CEO.

Unbroken
In this follow-up to Clipped Wings, the emotional love
story continues between Hayden and Tenley; two
young people who desperately want to love and be
loved but are afraid to completely let go of their
pasts. In the wake of losing Tenley Page, tattooist
Hayden Stryker's tumultuous past is haunting him.
Plagued by nightmares about the murder of his
parents, Hayden reaches out again to Tenley. Having
run from the man she doesn't believe she deserves,
Tenley finally lays her guilt to rest. Despite their
intense physical attraction, Hayden and Tenley
struggle to repair their fragile emotional connection.
As Hayden gets closer to the truth, he must find a
way to reconcile his guilt over his parents' death in
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order to keep the woman who finally cracked his
armor, and found her way into his heart.

Observations and Predictions of Eclipse
Times by Early Astronomers
***The 2nd standalone novel in The Pucked Series***
Miller "Buck" Butterson has been banging his way
through life ever since a puck to the face fixed his
messed up front teeth. After five years in the NHL,
deflecting goals on the ice and scoring them with
puck bunnies, Miller has decided he's ready for a
girlfriend. A real, non-bunny girlfriend to take on
dates, and not jump into bed with after five seconds
of conversation. Miller thinks he's found that woman
in his teammate's sister. Except, unlike team captain
and all-around nice guy Alex Waters--who happens to
date his stepsister, Miller's media reputation as a
manwhore is well earned. Beyond that minor detail,
Miller doesn't know the first thing about relationships
or the time and effort they require. Miller
learns--eventually--that if he wants to make Sunshine
"Sunny" Waters fall for him, he's going to have to do a
whole lot more than show her his stick skills in the
bedroom.

Cracks in the Armor
Relates the story of a U.S. airman who survived when
his bomber crashed into the sea during World War II,
spent forty-seven days adrift in the ocean before
being rescued by the Japanese Navy, and was held as
a prisoner until the end of the war.
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PUCKED
Dr. Elliot Mallory and magazine model Georgina
Hathaway easily fall in love, but they soon realize
their worlds are far apart and must find a compromise
or risk losing the best thing that has ever happened to
them.

Hereditary Genius
Three sexy, hilarious full-length Shacking Up novels
by New York Times and USA Today bestselling author
Helena Hunting together in one convenient package
for the first time! Shacking Up Ruby Scott is months
behind on rent and can’t seem to land a steady job.
She has one chance to turn things around with a big
audition. But instead of getting her big break, she
gets sick as a dog and completely bombs it in the
most humiliating fashion. All thanks to a mysterious,
gorgeous guy who kissed—and then coughed on—her
at a party the night before. Luckily, her best friend
might have found the perfect opportunity; a job
staying at the lavish penthouse apartment of hotel
magnate Bancroft Mills while he’s out of town, taking
care of his exotic pets. But when the newly-evicted
Ruby arrives to meet her new employer, it turns out
Bane is the same guy who got her sick. Hooking Up
Amalie Whitfield is the picture of a blushing bride
during her wedding reception–her husband can be
heard, by Amalie and their guests, getting off with
someone else. She has every reason to freak out, and
in a moment of insanity, she throws herself at the first
hot-blooded male she sees. But he’s not interested in
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becoming her revenge screw. Amalie decides to go on
her honeymoon alone, only to find the man who
rejected her also heading to the same tiny island for
work. But this time he isn’t holding back. They might
agree that what happens on the island should stay on
the island, but neither one can deny that their
attraction is more than just physical. Making Up Cosy
Felton is great at her job—so when the hottest guy
she’s ever seen walks into the shop looking
completely overwhelmed, she’s more than happy to
turn on the charm and help him purchase all of the
items on his list. Griffin Mills is using his business trip
in Las Vegas as a chance to escape the broken pieces
of his life in New York City but pleasantly surprised
when he finds himself attracted to the sales girl that
helped him. As skeptical as Cosy may be of Griffin’s
motivations, there’s something about him that
intrigues her. But sometimes what happens in Vegas
doesn’t always stay in Vegas and when real life gets
in the way, all bets are off.

Little Lies
Dive into a world of secrets and temptation. Read the
first novel in the sizzling Reckless and Real series
from NYT bestselling author Lexi Ryan He talks dirty
to me, but I don’t know his name. He wants to tie me
up, but I don’t know his face. He turns me on, but I
couldn’t point him out in a crowd. I’ve fallen for an
anonymous stranger, and now the anonymity ends. I
want more than typed secrets and texted promises. I
want something reckless. Heat. Passion. The thrill of
being entirely possessed. Because I suspect this
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anonymous stranger isn’t a stranger at all.
**SOMETHING RECKLESS is book 1 in the sizzling new
Reckless and Real series and includes the prequel,
SOMETHING WILD, for your convenience. Liz and
Sam's story concludes in SOMETHING REAL, available
now.** The Reckless and Real Series Includes:
SOMETHING RECKLESS (Liz and Sam’s story, includes
free novella SOMETHING WILD) SOMETHING REAL (Liz
and Sam’s story concludes)

Law of Evidence
Fractures in Ink
With a famous NHL player for a stepbrother, Violet
Hall is well acquainted with the playboy reputation of
many a hockey star. So she isn’t interested in
legendary team captain Alex Waters or his pretty,
beat-up face and rock-hard six-pack abs. When Alex
inadvertently obliterates Violet’s misapprehension
regarding the inferior intellect of hockey players, he
becomes much more than just a hot body with the
face to match. Suffering from a complete lapse in
judgment, Violet discovers just how good Alex is with
the hockey stick in his pants. Violet believes her night
of orgasmic magic with Alex is just that: one night.
But Alex starts to call. And text. And email and send
extravagant—and quirky—gifts. Suddenly, he's too
difficult to ignore, and nearly impossible not to like.
The problem is, the media portrays Alex as a total
player, and Violet doesn’t want to be part of the
game.
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The Shacking Up Series
From the New York Times bestselling author of
Pucked and A Lie for a Lie, a new stand-alone
romance about trading favors, battling wills, and
winning love. When I joined Seattle's NHL expansion
team, I thought it was the start of something great.
But nothing ever goes the way you expect. Take my
introduction to my new neighbor. She came rolling in
on the hot mess express at midnight, making a racket
while she tried to get into my team captain's
apartment. Did I mention that he's married to a
woman who definitely was not her? Imagine my
surprise when I end up with an injury that has me out
of the game for weeks, and she's the one to offer to
help me. I should probably add that she's not the
captain's mistress. She's his sexy, pastel-haired
younger sister. So we come up with an arrangement:
she rehabs me so that I can get back on the ice
sooner, and she can add a professional athlete that
isn't her brother to her client list. Seems simple
enough. As long as I can keep my hands to myself
and my hormones in check.

Pucked Love
As two neighborhood shop owners battle for business,
they prove opposites attract in this "deliciously sweet
and savory new romantic comedy" (USA Today
bestselling author Abby Jimenez). Blaire Calloway has
planned every Instagram-worthy moment of her
cupcake and cocktails shop launch down to the tiniest
detail. What she didn't plan on? Ronan Knight and his
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old-school sports bar next door opening on the very
same day. He may be super swoony, but Blaire hasn't
spent years obsessing over buttercream and bourbon
to have him ruin her chance at success. From axe
throwing (his place) to frosting contests (hers), Blaire
and Ronan are constantly trying to one-up each other
in a battle to win new customers. But with every
clash, there's also an undeniable chemistry. When an
even bigger threat to their business comes to town,
they're forced to call a temporary time-out on their
own war and work together. And the more time Blaire
spends getting to know the real Ronan, the more she
wonders if it's possible to have her cupcake and eat it
too. "Kiss My Cupcake is a laugh-out-loud romance full
of charm, wit and magic. Ronan and Blaire will have
you fall in love with their story from their very first
encounter. A thoroughly delicious read." --LJ Shen,
USA Today bestselling author

Making Up
Pucked Up
*A Standalone novel* I'm NHL defenseman Lance
Romero, AKA Lance "Romance." I'm notorious for
parties and excess. I have the most penalty minutes
in the league. I get into the most fights. I take the
most hits. I'm a player on and off the ice. I'm the one
women with no inhibitions want. Not because I like
the notoriety, but because I don't know how to be any
other way. I have secrets. Ones I shared with the
wrong person, and she used them against me.
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Sometimes she still does. I should cut ties. But she
makes it difficult, because she's the kind of bad I
deserve. At least that's what I believed until someone
from my past gets caught up in my present. She's all
the good things in this world. She lights up my dark. I
shouldn't want her. But I do. I should leave her alone.
But I won't.

Meet Cute
***A STANDALONE novel*** Sometimes the things we
shouldn’t want become exactly what we need . . .
Waitressing at a seedy strip club isn’t ideal, but it
pays Sarah Adamson’s tuition. Her goal is to finish her
master’s program and get a job that doesn’t involve
tight skirts and groping hands. She doesn’t need
distractions. Especially not the one that comes in the
form of a hot-as-sin tattoo artist who works across the
street from her apartment. Kicked out at sixteen, and
a high school dropout, Chris Zelter is familiar with
wanting things he can’t have. His fractured life has
never been easy. As the product of someone else’s
bad decisions, he knows exactly what happens when
the wrong person controls your marionette strings.
Now an accomplished tattoo artist in a renowned
studio in Chicago, Chris has it together. Mostly. Apart
from his infatuation with Sarah. She’s way out of his
league, and Chris knows it. But he’s willing to be her
bad decision. At least for now.

Kiss My Cupcake
Annaliese Harper knows that one tiny mistake can
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jeopardize a career before it’s even begun. Letting
your boss find the extensive collection of porn on your
personal laptop is one way. Sleeping with him is
another. Liese manages to do both. As the new
librarian at a prestigious small-town private high
school, Liese is drawn to her sexy, charismatic
principal, Ryder Whitehall—an attraction she refuses
to acknowledge given their relationship and her
recent liberation from a delusional ex-boyfriend. Liese
is certain Ryder’s flirtation is the product of her sexdeprived imagination—until he discovers her digital
porn stash during working hours and demands a
private meeting. Behind closed doors, their attraction
explodes into a dangerous, passionate affair that not
only threatens their jobs and reputations, but most of
all, their hearts.

Hooking Up: A Novel
Ruby Scott is months behind on rent and can’t seem
to land a steady job. She has one chance to turn
things around with a big audition. But instead of
getting her big break, she gets sick as a dog and
completely bombs it in the most humiliating fashion.
All thanks to a mysterious, gorgeous guy who
kissed—and then coughed on—her at a party the
night before. Luckily, her best friend might have
found the perfect opportunity; a job staying at the
lavish penthouse apartment of hotel magnate
Bancroft Mills while he’s out of town, taking care of
his exotic pets. But when the newly-evicted Ruby
arrives to meet her new employer, it turns out Bane is
the same guy who got her sick. Seeing his role in
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Ruby’s dilemma, Bane offers her a permanent job as
his live-in pet sitter until she can get back on her feet.
Filled with hilariously awkward encounters and
enough sexual tension to heat a New York City block,
Shacking Up, from New York Times and USA Today
bestselling author Helena Hunting, is sure to keep you
laughing and swooning all night long.

Sidebarred
A new standalone, laugh-out-loud romantic comedy
by New York Times bestselling author Helena Hunting.
Cosy Felton is great at her job—she knows just how to
handle the awkwardness that comes with working at
an adult toy store. So when the hottest guy she’s ever
seen walks into the shop looking completely
overwhelmed, she’s more than happy to turn on the
charm and help him purchase all of the items on his
list. Griffin Mills is using his business trip in Las Vegas
as a chance to escape the broken pieces of his life in
New York City. The last thing he wants is to be put in
charge of buying gag gifts for his friend’s bachelor
party. Despite being totally out of his element, and
mortified by the whole experience, Griffin is
pleasantly surprised when he finds himself attracted
to the sales girl that helped him. As skeptical as Cosy
may be of Griffin’s motivations, there’s something
about him that intrigues her. But sometimes what
happens in Vegas doesn’t always stay in Vegas and
when real life gets in the way, all bets are off. Filled
with hilariously awkward situations and enough
sexual chemistry to power Sin City, Making Up is the
next standalone in the Shacking Up world.
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His Own Way Out
Treat yourself to an "outrageously sexy"
(Entertainment Weekly), "fabulously fun" (Jill Shalvis)
second-chance romance from the New York Times
bestselling queen of hockey romance! Lilah isn't sure
what hurt worse: the day Ethan left her to focus on his
hockey career or the day he came back eight years
later. He might think they can pick up just where they
left off, but she's no longer that same girl and never
wants to be again. Ethan wants his glory days back.
And that includes having Lilah by his side. With her,
he was magic. They were magic. All he has to do is
make her see that. Just when Lilah might finally be
ready to let Ethan in, though, she finds out their
reunion might have nothing to do with love and
everything to do with improving his game. But Ethan's
already lost her once, and even if it costs him his
career, he'll do anything to keep from losing her
again. "I couldn't stop turning the pages of this sexy,
second-chance romance." -Amy E. Reichert, author of
The Coincidence of Coconut Cake "Hunting sparkles in
this well-plotted contemporary." -Publishers Weekly
Included in POPSUGAR's "Hold On to the Hot Days of
Summer With These 12 Sexy New Books!" iBooks'
"Best of the Month" August 2018 Pick! Barnes & Noble
Top Pick! Amazon's choice for "Best Romance of
August!" "If you love rom-coms, don't miss this
second-chance romance novel." -Hello Giggles What
readers are saying about The Good Luck Charm "Sexy
rom-com at its finest!" "Helena Hunting is the queen
of romantic comedy." "Easily my favorite book Ms.
Hunting has written." "My fave read from Helena
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Hunting yet." "Just as good as the Pucked series."
"This was awesome!" "Refreshing, light, swoony, and
sexy."

Dreams from My Father
Chris, a sexy tattoo artist, tries to win the heart of
Sarah, a grad student with little interest in him, in this
second e-short and follow-up to Helena Hunting’s
gripping love story, Clipped Wings—“twisted, dark,
incredibly erotic…a love story like no other” (USA
TODAY bestselling author Alice Clayton). Part owner of
the Chicago tattoo shop Inked Armor, Chris Zelter is a
talented artist who decorates skin with gorgeous
designs. He might look the part of the typical jackedup, inked-up bad-boy, but underneath is a fiercely
loyal, complicated man. Kicked out at sixteen, Chris
has had to fend for himself for the last twelve years,
making his Inked Armor crew as much family as they
are business partners. For him, it’s enough—until he
meets Sarah Adamson. A grad student waitressing at
the local strip club, Sarah is used to propositions and
crude comments. The job is a means to an end—finish
her MBA, pay off the tuition loans, and get a good job.
Then she won’t have to rely on anyone to take care of
her. So when brawny, tatted up Chris begins hanging
out at the club, she rebuffs his advances. At first. But
Chris isn’t like her usual clientele: despite his hard
exterior, he’s almost…sweet. Sometimes, the people
with the roughest edges have the biggest hearts.

Inked Armor
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From New York Times bestselling author Helena
Hunting comes I Flipping Love You, a love story about
flipping houses, taking risks, and landing that special
someone who’s move-in ready. Rian Sutter doesn’t
usually get hit on in the grocery store, but when she
notices a sexy man in a suit checking her out, she
thinks maybe it’s her lucky day. Either that or the suit
has a thing for sweaty, yoga-pant wearing women
with excellent price matching skills. Turns out it’s
neither. Pierce Whitfield can’t believe his luck when
he’s able to track down the woman who scratched up
the paint job on his car at the scene of the crime. But
when he confronts the hit and run hottie, he discovers
there’s not just one, but two of them, and he’s been
throwing accusations at the wrong twin. As repair
costs are negotiated, and the chemistry between
them flares, Rian and Pierce find out they have more
than mutual attraction in common. They’re both vying
for the same pieces of prime real estate in The
Hamptons and neither one plans to give up without a
fight. Can these passionate rivals turn up the heat on
their budding romance—without burning down the
house?

The Good Luck Charm
A compilation of deleted and extra scenes from The
Pucked Series by Helena Hunting

The Second Chance Plan
From the New York Times-bestselling author of the
Pucked series comes a romantic comedy about
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instant attraction, second chances, and not-so-little
white lies.

I Flipping Love You
Combining straightforward explanation with scholarly
analysis, Law of Evidence introduces students to the
full range of topics covered in law of evidence
courses, with clarity and depth. Highlighting the
context within which the law operates, the textbook
maintains an engaging narrative with a strong
practical focus. Integrated extracts from key
judgments and statutes, as well as academic articles
and books, lead students to develop a deeper
understanding of the subject, and detailed
commentary on these extracts helps students develop
the ability to read and analyse case law effectively.
Student learning is further supported by numerous
visual aids, including diagrams, flowcharts and tables,
which illustrate the relationships between principles
and provisions and clarify the complex aspects of the
law. A companion website with regular updates to the
text ensures that students always have the most upto-date coverage of the law at their fingertips.

A Secret for a Secret
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • ONE OF
ESSENCE’S 50 MOST IMPACTFUL BLACK BOOKS OF
THE PAST 50 YEARS In this iconic memoir of his early
days, Barack Obama “guides us straight to the
intersection of the most serious questions of identity,
class, and race” (The Washington Post Book World).
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“Quite extraordinary.”—Toni Morrison In this lyrical,
unsentimental, and compelling memoir, the son of a
black African father and a white American mother
searches for a workable meaning to his life as a black
American. It begins in New York, where Barack
Obama learns that his father—a figure he knows more
as a myth than as a man—has been killed in a car
accident. This sudden death inspires an emotional
odyssey—first to a small town in Kansas, from which
he retraces the migration of his mother’s family to
Hawaii, and then to Kenya, where he meets the
African side of his family, confronts the bitter truth of
his father’s life, and at last reconciles his divided
inheritance. Praise for Dreams from My Father
“Beautifully crafted . . . moving and candid . . . This
book belongs on the shelf beside works like James
McBride’s The Color of Water and Gregory Howard
Williams’s Life on the Color Line as a tale of living
astride America’s racial categories.”—Scott Turow
“Provocative . . . Persuasively describes the
phenomenon of belonging to two different worlds, and
thus belonging to neither.”—The New York Times
Book Review “Obama’s writing is incisive yet
forgiving. This is a book worth savoring.”—Alex
Kotlowitz, author of There Are No Children Here “One
of the most powerful books of self-discovery I’ve ever
read, all the more so for its illuminating insights into
the problems not only of race, class, and color, but of
culture and ethnicity. It is also beautifully written,
skillfully layered, and paced like a good
novel.”—Charlayne Hunter-Gault, author of In My
Place “Dreams from My Father is an exquisite,
sensitive study of this wonderful young author’s
journey into adulthood, his search for community and
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his place in it, his quest for an understanding of his
roots, and his discovery of the poetry of human life.
Perceptive and wise, this book will tell you something
about yourself whether you are black or
white.”—Marian Wright Edelman

Tonic
Blake Mitchell knows a bit about enough things and a
lot about a few. While the teenager is unsure of which
direction to take in life, he's aware the road he's on is
a direct route to desolation. Being outed as bisexual
in the bluegrass state is alienating, and the events to
follow are worse. Still, Blake is driven--by any means
necessary--to make something more of himself.
Identifying an opening, Blake paves a path and finds
His Own Way Out.

Biomaterials Science
The New York Times bestselling author of Pucked and
The Good Luck Charm delivers a Hollywood happilyever-after where a famous heartthrob falls for his
ultimate fangirl. "As charming as its title, but it's also
so much more Fans of Jasmine Guillory's The Wedding
Date and Helen Hoang's The Kiss Quotient will love
Meet Cute." --The Washington Independent Review of
Books Kailyn Flowers was always calm, rational, and
controlled--until she ended up sprawled all over
Daxton Hughes, the former actor she totally crushed
on as a teenager. Then she did the unthinkable: She
became a mortifying fangirl in five seconds flat, which
may or may not have included professing her undying
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love. And oddly, he didn't run away. In fact, their
meet cute led to a friendship she never saw coming.
Of course, she never saw his betrayal coming, either
Now Dax needs her help. As guardian to his thirteenyear-old sister, he's in way over his head. And though
Kailyn hasn't forgiven Dax, she isn't heartless enough
to make him fend for himself, either. Soon their
friendly meetings turn into flirty dinner dates, and
Kailyn can feel their chemistry is as explosive as ever.
But how can she possibly let down her guard again to
a guy who has heartbreak written all over him?
Goodreads Hottest Romances of 2019Featured in
Entertainment WeeklyO, The Oprah Magazine Best
Romance Novels of 2019 Featured on
PopSugarWomen's Health Best Romance Novels of
2019SheReads Most Anticipated Reads of 2019Heroes
& Heartbreakers Anticipated Books of
2019Chatelaine's Hottest Romances of 2019

Pucked Over
Joel Anderson doesn't take anything seriously.Not his
relationships, which have been few and far between
since his brutal divorce. Not the drama of working in a
tattoo parlor, which seems to be around every corner.
When things get him down, he smiles and cracks a
joke. But he's not the kind of man you cross, or you'll
find yourself at the wrong end of his fists.Annika
Belousov takes everything seriously.Like her job as a
reality television producer, given that she typically
has something to prove. Or her love life, which is
defined by a series of requirements -- affluent,
ambitious, accomplished, to name a few. Definitely
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her family, who worked their whole lives to afford her
every opportunity, a sacrifice she doesn't take lightly.
When she's tapped to produce a reality show at Joel's
shop, she doesn't think twice, just goes in for the kill,
as if there were any other way.The second Annika
walks into Joel's shop, he makes it his mission to crack
her open, but she's not having it. He's all wrong -- too
crass, too hairy, too un-serious. But it doesn't take her
long to find out there's more to him than smirks and
tattoos. And what she finds could put her career and
his heart on the line.Not that Joel cares. Because for
the first time in a long time, he's found his tonic.

Encyclopedia of Ecology
The second edition of this bestselling title provides
the most up-to-date comprehensive review of all
aspects of biomaterials science by providing a
balanced, insightful approach to learning
biomaterials. This reference integrates a historical
perspective of materials engineering principles with
biological interactions of biomaterials. Also provided
within are regulatory and ethical issues in addition to
future directions of the field, and a state-of-the-art
update of medical and biotechnological applications.
All aspects of biomaterials science are thoroughly
addressed, from tissue engineering to cochlear
prostheses and drug delivery systems. Over 80
contributors from academia, government and industry
detail the principles of cell biology, immunology, and
pathology. Focus within pertains to the clinical uses of
biomaterials as components in implants, devices, and
artificial organs. This reference also touches upon
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their uses in biotechnology as well as the
characterization of the physical, chemical,
biochemical and surface properties of these materials.
Provides comprehensive coverage of principles and
applications of all classes of biomaterials Integrates
concepts of biomaterials science and biological
interactions with clinical science and societal issues
including law, regulation, and ethics Discusses
successes and failures of biomaterials applications in
clinical medicine and the future directions of the field
Cover the broad spectrum of biomaterial compositions
including polymers, metals, ceramics, glasses,
carbons, natural materials, and composites Endorsed
by the Society for Biomaterials

Handle With Care
***A standalone novel in The Pucked Series*** Lily
LeBlanc isn't versed in the art of casual sex, but after
seven years in an on-again, off-again relationship,
she's definitely willing to give it a shot. And who
better to try it with than her best friend's boyfriend's
best friend? What could possibly go wrong? NHL
player, Randy Ballistic, lives up to his last name on
the ice and in the bedroom. His best friend and
teammate has recently given up the puck bunnies
and traded them in for a real girlfriend. And she just
happens to have a seriously feisty, extra-hot best
friend on the rebound. Randy's more than happy to be
Lily's spring board back into the dating scene. But
casual sex is only casual until those pesky things
called emotions get involved. Once that happens,
someone's bound to get pucked over.
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Felony Ever After
Handy-book of Literary Curiosities
From New York Times bestselling author Helena
Hunting comes a new romance about trading secrets,
breaking the rules, and playing for keeps. My name is
Ryan Kingston, and I'm a rule follower. I've never
been in a fistfight. I always obey the speed limit. I
don't get drunk, and I definitely don't pick up random
women at bars. Except the night I found out that my
whole existence has been a lie. I got drunk. And
picked up a stranger. Her name was Queenie, and she
was everything I'm not: reckless, impulsive, and
chaotic. We did shots and traded secrets. And ended
up naked at my place. She left me a thank-you note in
the morning and her panties as a parting gift. But no
way to contact her. Six weeks later I'm sitting in the
first official team meeting of the season, and there
she is. I neglected to mention that I'm the goalie for
Seattle's NHL team. And Queenie? Turns out she's the
general manager's daughter.
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